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ABSTRACT
EXAMINING THE ROLE OF SCENE CONTENT, COGNITIVE
FUNCTION, AND DEMOGRAPHIC FACTORS ON BOUNDARY
EXTENSION

Boundary extension is a visual memory error that observer recall scene as wider-angle than was
presented. The purpose of the current experiment was to examine scene content and relation of
visuospatial memory with boundary extension in terms of cognitive functioning. Another aim of
the study was to investigate the ffect of factors effecting on boundary extension based on
demographic informations like gender, educational background and knowledge of foreign
languages. WMS-R Visual Reproduction Sub-test and Benton Judgement of Line Orientation
were used to measure visuospatial memory. Recognition task method used with five-point likert
scale in the experiment. Results showed significant negative relationship between boundary
extension and visuospatial memory. Moreover, language and educational background found
having significantly negative relationship on boundary extension. Higher education and
knowledge of foreign languages were found as factors reducing boundary extension.Subjects
showed significantly more boundary extension at the scenes with focal objects. Emotional
content of scenes and gender difference did not appear as factor on boundary extension. This
study demonstrated that boundary extension is under influence of not only characteristics of the
stimuli but also cognitive functioning of subjects.
Keywords: Boundary extension, visuospatial memory, scene perception,
visual cognition, cognitive functioning
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ÖZ

SINIR GENİŞLETMEDE GÖRÜNTÜ İÇERİĞİNİN, BİLİŞSEL
FONKSİYONLARIN VE DEMOGRAFİK FAKTÖRLERİN
İNCELENMESİ

Sınırgenişletme

(Boundary

Extension)gözlemciningörüntüsahnesinidahagenişaçıylahatırladığıbirhafızahatasıdır.
araştırmanınamacı,

Bu

uzamsalhafızanın,

görüntüiçeriğininvecinsiyetinsınırgenişletmeüzerindekietkisiniincelemektir.
Çalışmanındiğeramacıisecinsiyet,

eğitimdüzeyi,

yabancıdilbilgisigibidemografikbilgilerinsınırgenişletmeüzerindekietkisiniincelemektir.Vizyospa
syalhafızayıölçmeamacıyla

WMS-R

GörselTaklit

Alt-testive

Benton

SınırYönüBelirlemeTestikullanılmıştır.
Deneydetanımayöntemiilebeşliliketölçeğikullanılmıştır.Çalışmanınsonuçları boundary extension
ilevizyospasyalhafızaarasındanegatifkorelasyontespitedildiğinigöstermektedir.

Buna

ekolarak,yabancıdilbilgisininveeğitimdurumununsınırgenişletmeüzerindenegatifetkisininolduğug
özlemlenmiştir.
Odakobjesininolduğugörüntülerdeolmayanlarakıyaslasınırgenişletmedahafazlagözlemlendiğisapt
anmıştır. Duygusaliçerikvecinsiyetinsınırgenişletmeüzerindeetkisininolmadığıbulunmutur. Bu
çalışmasıınrgenişletmeninsadeceuyaranınetkisialdındadeğilayrıcagözlemcininkarakteristiközellik
lerinebağlıolarakdeğiştiğiniortayakoymuştur.
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AnahtarKelimeler: Boundary extension, vizyospasyalhafıza, görüntüalgısı, görselbiliş,
bilişselişleyiş
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1. CHAPTER
INTRODUCTION
1.1 Problem statement

Our understanding of the world seems like aunitary experience. All sensory inputs and all
processes become united into a mental representation. Indeed, the question of how this
occures,goes back to ancient Greek Philosophy. Cognition has been explained with different
approaches until now. Besides, scientific approachessuch as evolutionary biology that explains
how cognitive functionshave evolved and developed over thousands of years, behavioral genetics
that explains how genes constitute the biological bases of our behavior, and ethiologythat studies
the how enviornmental factors stimulate and shape behavior, this article focuses on the cognitive
approach, striving to scrutinize certain aspects of visual processing and representation in the
brain.
Evidently,thousands of different stimulienter our brains every second and initiate a heavy load of
neural activity. It is amazing how these complex processes come together and form what seems
to be a simple representation of the external world (Baars, & Gage, 2007).Among these
representations, mental representation of visual data has been the focus of many studies. Visual
processing in human brain is of great complexity. Numerous objects in the visual environment
can be analyzed and recognized in seconds, by their orientations, size, color, shape, and
distances. Moreover, visual representatons of concepts assiststhe categorization of different
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stimuli (Eysenck,& Keane, 2005). But on the other hand, our mental representation of visual
information is not immune to cognitive errors and biases (Hinnant, 2014).
Studies have revealed that perception of visual data varies depending on the objects and
observers (Pylyshyn, 2000). This phenomenon is called embodied cognition and has been the
focus of several studies in the past decade (Pylyshyn, 2000). The embodied cognition theory
explains how the internal structure of an organism, such as certain aspects of its body or
cognitive functioning, influences its perception of the external world. In other words, how an
organism perceives the world partly depends on its cognitive constructs (Pylyshyn, 2000).
Beyond cognition, memory is another factor, heavily related with our perception of the
world. Memory is one of the key concepts to explain why people act in certain ways. It helps us
modify our behaviors and adapt to new situations based onprior experiences (Schwartz,
Wasserman, & Robbins, 2002). Earlier experiments on memory, Bartlett (1932) have reveal the
reconstructive nature of human memory. As an instance, many studies have shown that
participants can change their memories of an event, based on the information they receive
afterwards (Roediger, & Desoto, 2015).
A recent study has found that, people tend to falsely remember scences or objects that have not
been presented to them (Roediger, & Gallo, 2016). One important case of such visual error,
where extra information is added to the originally perceived visual data, is known as Boundary
Extension. This phenomenon was first found and decribedbyIntraub and Richardson (1989).
Their study revealed that participants tend remember images wider than what had been presented
to them. In other words, new information is generated and added to their memory of images. In
the experiment, 37 participants draw pictures of the presented scenes and in 95% of the cases,
drawings were wider than the original scenes.
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Boundary extension is part of the unitary experience of cognitive functions. It may be influenced
by the characteristics of the stimuli, the features of the subject and cognitive functioning. There
are limited number of studies about the factors effecting boundary extension. The purpose of the
current study was to investigate different factors effecting on boundary extension.

1.2 Aim of the study

Based on the findings of past studies on boundary extension, it was hypothesized that there will
be no significant difference between the mean scores of wide angle, wide angle (WW) and closeup, close-up (CC) conditions on BE (Hale, Brown, Mcdunn, & Siddiqui, 2014),and there will be
a significant difference between the scores of wide angle, close-up (WC) and close-up, wide
angle(CW). Participants expected to show similar boundry extension rate when same angle
scenes were presented and recognize angle difference when wider angle scenes were presented.
Similar to the study of (Gallagher, Balas, Matheny,& Sinha), present study also used foreground
objects. Therefore, another aim of the study was to examine the effects of foreground objects on
boundary extension. Base on past research, was hypothesized that BE will be significantly higher
for scenes with a foreground object, compared to those without one.
The third aim of the study was to examine the effects of emotional content on BE. In this regard,
it was hypothesized that the emotional content of the scene does not affect boundary extension
(Intraub et al., 1992).
Fourth hypothesis of the study was that greater boundary extension would be observed in
patients with lower visuospatial test scores. Increased visuospatial memory function leads to less
boundary extension.
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The last the aim of the current experiment was to investigate the effects of demographic factors
of participants like gender, educational background, and knowledge of foreign languages on
boundary extension. These factors may also play role in boundary extension phenomenon.

1.3 Importance of the study

The current study revealed different factors effecting on boundary extension. Effect of
educational background and knowledge of language were some of new variables. Moreover,
cognitive functioning was another factor that plays role on boundary extension. Spatial memory
and visuospatial abilities lead people process visual input better and reduce boundary extension
error.

1.4 Limitations of the study

One main limitation of the current study related with visuomemory performance and Boundary
extension is the correlational nature of the study. Though the findings of this study clearly
indicate a negative correlation between the two, it does not necessarily imply a causal
relationship. It might be the case that these variables covary due to a third cofounding variable
which might account for their negative correlation. As instance, those participants who got better
scores in the memory test might have had better motivation to do test and hence also exhibited
less boundary extension since they paid more attention to images.
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Another limitation of the study was its relatively low sample size, which reduces the external
validity of the findings and makes hard to draw generalizations based on these findings. It is
suggested to future studies to use larger sample sizes to improve current finding.

1.5 Definitions

Bounadry Extension;
Current work focuses on visual error and visual cognition. One of visual error is Boundary
Extension that observer remember scenes furher away than how scenes were presented (Intraub,
& Richardson 1989). Memory errors do not happen only by losing an information but also
changing stored information in memory and adding new information to existed one. Boundary
extension is kind of error that observer add new visual informations to actually what it was.
Boundary extension is related with memory, mental representations and scene content .
Memory;
Memory is one of important thing for all living beings. Memory helps understanding of
today and planning future in order to guide appropriate behavior (Eysenck, & Keane, 2005). In
terms of storing information there are three type of memory stores; sensory store that having
information for very short time period, short-term memory that longer than sensory store with
very limited capacity and long-term memory that lasts even for ever with limitless capacity.
Boundary extension is an error that takes place in long-term memory. In early research of
Intrauband Richardson (1989) after 25-30 minutes later participants were asked to recall scenes
that presented.
Mental Representations;
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Mental representations are visual input that resembles of an object and its charged version of
a non-existed mental subject (Klima, & Hall, 2011). Although this phenomenon is controversy
and many philosophers stress about it, in cognitive sciences mental representations are mental
images of existed objects in mind.
Scene Content;
Current study stressed about scene content meaning that visual content of image, in terms of
color, shape, objects, spatial orientation and spatial location of these objects, emotional states
they stimulate. In the experiment emotional content and focal object to measure boundary
extension.

2.CHAPTER
THEORETICAL FRAMEWORK, RELATED LITERATURE REVIEW
1.1 Boundary Extension
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Boundary extension is tendency of remembering scenes with a wider-angle then they have
beenseen(Intraub& Richardson, 1989). Boundary Extension is not simply an error but also can
be explained with the Anticipatory Nature of Representation meaning that humans and animals
do not only get information with their sensorimotor neurons but also imagine their behaviors and
plan for the future (Pezzulo, 2008).Boundary extension is indeed not anegative cognitive error. It
is a consequence of how visual information is processed in our brain, so as to bring the
inputvisual data together and create a coherent and continous representation of the external world
(Intraub, & Dickinson, 2008).Moreover, Boundary Extension is an instinctual phenomenon and
it occurs at every age (Mullaly, Intraub, & Maguire, 2012). Figure 1.1 provides an example of
boundary extension.

Figure 1: An example of Boundary Extension. Participants fail to remember exact scene and
they rmember as wider-angle than they are shown (Gallagher et al., 2005).
First experiment done about boundary extension was based on participants’ drawings (Intraub&
Richardson, 1989). Figure 1.2 provides an example of drawing. 20 pictures were presented for
15s each to 37 participants and 30 minutes later participants were asked to draw pictures that
were presented from their memory. Three results came up from the experiment; First, 95% of
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participants draw pictures as wider-angle than how they were presented. Second, cropped objects
were presented as completed in drawings. Third, Background were presented as more
extended(Intraub& Richardson, 1989).

Figure 2: An example of drawing methadology. Subjects tend to draw pictures with more
extended background (Mullaly, Intraub, & Maguire, 2012).

Drawings may lead to experimental error so Intraub and Richardson (1989) used recognition task
in their experiment. Rather than drawing presented pictures, participants were asked to rate
pictures on boundary-placement scale. Test images were either closer-up, wider-angle or same
size as target versions. Recognition test became a more common methodology to test Boundary
Extension because its easier to conduct for both researcher and the participants (Kline, 2014).
In another study Intraub and Bodamer (1993)explainedthe Boundary Extension to
participants before conducting the experiment but results indicated hat Boundary Extension
occurred regardless of the given information, which suggests that the phenomenon is probably
based on automatic mental processes. Although it the intensity of the Boundary extension
decreased but did not disapppear. Moreover, even participants see and compare their drawings
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with the target scene, they generally cannot recognise their error (Gottesman, &Intraub, 1999;
Intraub, &Bodamer, 1993).

1.2 Theories of Boundary Extension
1.2.1 Multisource Model of Scene Representations
Boundary Extension is a phenomenon that relates to scene perception. Traditional scene
perception relies on different levels but source is one input (Rensink, 2000;Intraub,& Dickinson
2008). Intraub, (2010) takes an alternative view of scene perception and support that even if
presented stimuli is one picture, input is based on multisource representations. The point of this
view is not visual input but spatial inputs of objects. All humans use spatial memory in their
daily life and these experiences create spatial categories and effect understanding of the
world.Multisource Model of Scene Representationsfocuses on egocentric framework of spatial
cognition that observer recognise objects based on his/her place; “in front of me”, “behind me”
(Intraub, 2010) Egocentric framework triggers visual processing and amodal perception of
objects and generate scene perception (Menetrier, Didierjean, & Robin, 2017) Amodal
perception means observer’svisualization of unpresented part of objects. For example, if you
seea cat behind the door you do not need to see its tail to imagine it (Nanay, 2007).Another
methaphorsis of amodal perception might be a puzzle. Observer has the some pieces of puzzle
and puts them together for the completed picture.
Amodal cognition does not occur in only visual perception, tactile can be another good example
for amodal perception. Amodal perception is very important component of our understanding of
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the world. Nanay (2007) argues that there are four theories of amodal perception. First,
“Perception” is first process of amodal cognition. Informations come to retina through
perception. It is not possible to see something without perceiving it. Somebody can imagine a
house without seeing it but obviously imagination is different thing than perception. Second
theory is “Belief” which is not something related with perception but it’s the main point of
amodal perception. After part of an objectperceived, observer guess the whole of it based on its
visible parts. Third theory is “Access” suggests that observer does not see the whole object but
have access to it. In other words, person does access to some part of presented object but if he
moves his eyes or head he can see the whole. This view is not certain because we have amodal
perception for the objects that we do not have access to see but we still complete them. Last
theory is “Visualization” that is very simply closing the eyes and visualization of unpresented
things. This would be very hard for the observer who have not seen that object before. Therefore,
it would not be possible to visualize things we did not perceive it before(Nanay, 2007).
Amodal perception is an effortless and quick cognitive process. In the experiment of Intraub and
Richardson (1989) cropped and broken objects were presented. All participants draw pictures as
unbroken and continous. That means general knowledge about the world helped them to fill
unpresented parts and fix abnormalities in the pictures. Moreover, participants guessed the sky
above when outdoor pictures were presented without the sky. (Intraub, & Richardson, 1989).
Inshort,based on the multisource model, when visual input is gone, memory generates the
information based on amodal perception and when it tries to recall presented scenes people tend
to remember amodally generated memory which called isBoundary Extension (Intraub, 2010).
1.2.2 Scene Content Hypothesis
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Scene Content Hypothesisfocuses on expectations that are formed as scene content based on
perceptual schemas (Gallagher et al., 2005). When participants see part of an object, perceptual
schemas from past experiences create expectations about the presented object. One of the
experiments done by Matthew and Mackintosh (2004) shows that emotionally arousal content
takes observer’s attention and perceptual schemas become active, as a result boundary extension
occurs. They theorised that highly anxious people tend to extend boundaries of scenes more than
low-anxious people. State-Trait Anxiety Inventory used to categorize participants into two
groups. Subjects rated target pictures from 1 to 5 in terms of emotional sensation of the pictures.
Then participants performed a recognition test (Hubbard, Hutchison, &Courney, 2010). Results
showed that highly arousal pictures lead to less boundary extension in negative pictures.

1.2.3 Perceptual Schema
When partial scene or part of an object is presented, perceptual expectations related to spatial
view create wider expectations and this leads to boundary extension (Intraub, & Richardson,
1989). Understanding of presented information isdependent on perceptual schemas. These
schemas are located in the long-term memory. When new input is presented, new information is
fitted into the old schemas and if presented scene disappears, perceptual schemas create new
expectations about the presented scene.
Chapman, Ropar, Mitchell, &Ackroyd (2005) found that closer-up pictures lead to more
boundary extension because observer can predict more surronding world with closer-up pictures.
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When presented picture is wider-angle, there would be less information to be predicted.
Moreover, when participants do not pay attention to scenes boundary extension decreases
(Intraub et al., 2008). This is becausethe person cannot fit the new information with old
perceptual schemas. When observer sees the scene, perceptual schemas become activated and
this leads to greater boundary extension (Courtney, & Hubbard, 2004).

1.2.4 Attentional Selection
In their study, Matthew and Mackintosh (2004)used emotional content to trigger observers’
perception. Another thing that authors suggested was that attention plays role in boundary
extension. They argued that anxious participants payed more attention to threatening objects on
pictures and ignored the background. Paying attention to the focal object results inweaker
encoding of the background which increases boundary extension.
However, another study argued that increased attention leads to less boundary extension.
(Courtney, & Hubbard, 2004). Attentional selection theory is to some extentcontradictory and
there are not many studies that support this view.

1.2.5 Memory Schema
Memory schema theory focuses on theviewing distance in the images. When images have a
viewing distance less than the prototypical one, scenes will be remembered with wider-angles
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(Intraub, Bender, &Mangels, 1992). Close-up pictures that include less background will be
remembered with wider-angle which means more boundary extension.
This theory supports that the closer the viewing distance in the image, the more boundary
extension will be exhibited. Intraub et al. (1992) conducted an experiment in terms of two
different conditions. First, they tested subjects immediately after scenes were presented. In the
second condition, subjects were tested 48 hours afterthe presentation. Results showed that in the
first condition boundary extension occured only when pictures presented a close viewing
distance. There was no boundary extension or bounary restriction on wider-angle pictures. For
second condition, similarly boundary extension occured in closer distance, but boundary
restriction observed on wider-angle scenes. Memory schema was supported with this experiment.
Another experiment results did not support memory schema (Intraub, Bender, &Mangels,
1992). In this experiment viewing distance was eliminated. Boundary extension occured in this
condition too, suggesting thatviewing distance does not play a role in boundary extension.
Normalization is more likely to be at play in this case.
Several studies by Intraub et al. (1992) have revealed that memory schema theory is not
consistent. Normalization is observed more consistently.

1.2.6 Extension-Normalization Model
Boundary extension may occur as a result of observer’s expectations of a standard object
(Intraub, Bender, &Mangels, 1992). Extension-Normalization Model focuses on prototypes of
objects. Observer sees same object over and over again and normalize it. Several researches have
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shown that normalizing is more likely to happen than object completion because not only
cropped objects but also uncropped objects presented as whole (Intraub, Bender, &Mangels,
1992). Extension-Normalization Model related to schemas suggest that two porocesses are
involved; presented scenes activate perceptual schemas, and then these schemas extend
boundaries of scenes with things that are expected to be there (Hubbard, Hutchison, & Courtney,
2010).

1.2.7 Source Monitoring
Source monitoring is the attribution of a memory to a perception like visual experience or to an
internal imagination (Johnson, &Raye, 1981). How people interpret their thoughts influences
theirperception of external world. Based on this theory Boundary Extension is related to a
cognitive error in source monitoring (Seamon et al., 2002). Boundary extension can be explained
as faulty reality monitoring because of misattiribution. When the observer hasuncertainity about
internal or external sources Boundary Extension occurs (Johnson, Hashtroudi, & Lindsay, 1993).
In other words, boundary extension appears due to mixing the source with internal memories
(Chapman et al., 2005).

1.3 Factors Effecting on Boundary Extension
There are various scene dependent factors that effect Boundary Extension. In boundary extension
experiments

usually

there

is

an

object

in

front

of

the

background

(Hubbart,

Hutchison,&Courtney, 2010).However, studies suggest that the shape of the objects do not effect
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BE (Daniel, &Intraub, 2006). Boundary Extension occurs according to duration of presented
stimulus (Lacombe, 2013). When stimulus is presented for a longer period of time boundary
extension dimishes. Inconsistent pictures lead to less boundary extension as well. Another study
suggested that motion and direction of motion affects boundary extension intensity(Hinnant,
2014). There was less boundary extension in implied-motion condition compared to the staticscan condition. Quality and resolution of pictures also effects visual memory. Participants exhibit
more boundary extension when tested with low resolution pictures (Beighley,&Intraub, 2016).
Also atypically colored objects like blue bananas lead to greater BE than typical colored objects
because the difficulty in encoding atypically object prevents paying attention to the background
(McDunn, Brown, Hale, & Siddiqui 2016).
Observer-dependent factors also play role on Boundary Extension. Vantage point of view is also
another factor affecting BE. Central vantage point leads to greater boundary extension than 45°
angle (Gagnier et al., 2011). A past study showed that expert knowledge plays role on boundary
extension. In the experiment, a road scene is presented and results show that expert drivers
exhibited greater BE than beginner drivers (Menetrier, Didierjean, & Robin, 2017).
Yet there is another controversial factor which is the content of scene. Candel et al. (2003)
argued that participants tend to extend pictures rather than restricting them for both neutral and
emotionally arousal pictures. Two experiment were conducted to test BE. Free recall drawing is
used in first experiment. During the experiment, participants attended to neutral or emotionally
arousal conditions and pictures presented for 15 seconds, then participants were asked to draw
presented pictures. After that, participants rated pictures that they draw in terms of feelings they
felt. In second experiment, pictures were presented for 5 seconds each and recognition test was
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used to rate whether test pictures were either closer-up, same or wider-angle. Results from both
experiments showed that for both neutral and emotionally arousal pictures BE occured (Candel,
Merckelbach, & Zandbergen,2003). Mathews and Mackintosh (2004) observed that emotionally
arousing pictures effect BE. In their study, its been found that positively arousal pictures lead to
greater BE than negatively arousal pictures. Another study showed that BE only occurs with
positively valenced pictures (Menetrier, Didierjean, &Vieillard, 2013).No BE was observed in
negatively valenced pictures.

3.CHAPTER
METHOD
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3.1 Model of the study
Correlational study model was used to investigate relationshio between factors. Every participant
attended to the experiment individually.All research was conducted in accordance under the
approval of Near East University Scientific Reaearch Ethics Committee for human participants.
All participants provided written informed consent (see Appendix A). Before experiment started,
participants performed on two cognitive functional tests. Firstly, Weschler Visual Reproduction
Sub-test Revised (Weschler, 1987) conducted to test visual perception and memory. 4 cards
presented to participants for 15 seconds and participants drew the picture was presented. After
the experiment finished (40 minutes later) particpants drew same picture as much as they
memorised to score delayed memory. Secondly, Benton Judgement of Line Orientation created
by Benton, Vatney, and Hamsher in 1987 was conducted. Participants were expected to
remember direction and spatial location of presented lines in order to test visual-spatial memory.
Participants were seated approximately 60cm far from screen with a dark background. Room was
dimly-lit. Subjects are asked to run Microsoft Power Point to start the experiment. There were 4
trial and 40 experimental pictures in the experiment. Subjects performed on 4 trial pictures in
order to understand the process of the experiment. There as no marking on practice part.
Participants practiced on pressing space button to see next presented picture. When trial section
has ended, proper experiment has begun.
Presentation Phase. Participants were asked to pay attention and memorise every picture they
seen. There were 20 pictures included different content in memorization phase. Each picture has
been shown for 250ms in random order. Once presentation phase has been finished participant
pressed space button to see test phase.
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Test Phase. There was no timing in test phase and pictures presented in same order presented
before. Half of the presented pictures were in closer-up version and the other half were more
wide-angle version (WC, CW). Also half of these pictures were same versions as presented
phase and he other half were different (WW, CC). Participants asked to press space button and
rate each picture verbally by using five-point Likert scale from (-2) to (2). Values were "much
closer-up" (-2), "sightly closer-up" (-1), "the same" (0), "slightly wide-angle" (1), "much more
wide-angle" (2). In other words, negative values meaning boundary extension and positive
values indicates boundary restriction. Researcher filled the observation sheet (Appendix C). At
the end of experiment debriefing form was given to participants (Appendix D).

3.2 Population and the sample
The population of the study was adult people. Convenient sampling technique was used to
include participants. 50 participants (25 females, 25 males) between the ages 18 and 52 (M=
31.06, SD= 9.01, Range= 34.00) were tested in laboratory. All participants reported having
normal or corrected-to-normal vision and normal color vision, no history of attention deficit
disorder or psychotic disorder, no history of epilepsy. 42% of participants reported talking one
language, 46% of participants reported talking two foeign languages and 12% of participants
reported talking three languages. 80% participants reported being right-handed.

3.3 Instruments
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3.3.1 Socio-demographic form
In order to investigate sample background, socio-demographic form was given to each
participant and they are asked to fill individually. Socio-demographic form included questions
like educational background, sex, marital status, health condition, and knowledge of foreign
languages.

3.3.2. Apparatus
Scenes presented with Nvidia 6e force GTS40M i5 Laptop. Pictures are shown on 15.6’’
LCD screen with 1366x768 resulution and 32 Bit color. Presentation was controlled with
Windows 7, 8GB memory RAM.

3.3.3. Stimuli
Series of 22 (2 trial, 20 experimental) coloured everyday images used for the experiment that
collected from online sources. picture preferences were depending on previous experiments, for
example, large background with an object (Hubbart, Hutchison, &Courney, 2010). Images had
both indoor and outdoor scenes and either there was one foreground object on the center of
photographs or not. 12 images were psychologically arousal that included face expressions that
positive, negative and neutral arousal photograhraphs, for example, a man crying, a baby
laughing, and somebody playing golf. Appendix B describes content of each images.
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Pictures are shown in JPEG format. Close-up and wide-angle versions of images are created by
using method of Intraub and Dickinson (2008) by zooming and cropping pictures on Adobe
Photoshop. Both versions of images had width of 750 pixels and height of 450 pixels. Thus,
pictues size of images stayed same but %20 closer-up images are created. Each images presented
with Microsoft Powerpoint at the center of screen with black backgound for 250ms. During test
phase (recognition), pictures are presented same order as presentation phase (memorization). In
test phase, pictures were in either same version or much closer-up or wide-angle version.

3.3.4. WeschlerVisual Reproduction Sub-test Revised (WMS-R)
WMS-R Visual Reproduction Sub-test (Weschler, 1987) used to test visual perception and
memory in order to investigate cognitive skills of participants. Visuospatial memory is tested in
this test with drawing methodology.In WMS-R test for immediate recall (G1), 5 different shapes
were shown to participants for 10 seconds each and they were asked to copy shown shapes on
paper. For delayed recall (G2), after 40 minutes participants were asked to draw shapes they did
before as much as they remember. Highest scored participants can get from the test is 41. Testretest reliability study of WMS-R done in Turkey (Karakaş, Kafadar,&Eski, 1996).

3.3.5. Benton Judgement of Line Orientation Test (BJLOT)
Benton Judgement of Line Orientation created by Benton, Vatney, and Hamsher in 1987 was
used. Test measures participant’s spatial skills and visuospatial ability by matching lines with
different angles. In this test, 11 line is presented to participants with different directions and
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participants asked to show which two lines are presented in 11 subjects. Before starting to test 5
trial test is conducted and there is 30 total questions in the test. Highest score paritipants might
get from the test is 30. Benton Judgement of Line Orientation standardization study in Turkey
was done by Karakaş and Dinçer (2004).

4.CHAPTER
RESULT

Table 1.
Comparison of BE Test Scores for Identical Scenes (Close-up, Close-up and Wide-angle, Wideangle)
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Scenes

N

x̄

CC

-3.02

1.75

50

49
WW 50

-8.83

SDdf

t

p

.41
-2.80

2.39

Average of BE ratings are calculated and negative values indicate extension. Therefore a pairedsample t-test was conducted to see whether there is BE for identical and different scenes to test
whether they are significant less then zero or not and if there is asymmetry between values of
each conditions. Results show that, no significant difference is found in both identical scenes
Close-up,Close-up and Wide-angle,Wide-angle (CC, WW). In other words people did no recall
significantly different for CC and WW conditions, t(49)= 19.03, p= ,41.

Table 2.
Comparison of BE Test Scores forDifferent Angle Scenes (Wide-angle, Close-up and Close-up,
Wide-angle)

Scenes

N

x̄

WC

50

-6.98

SDdf

t

p

.58

22

49
CW

50

1.88

19.03

.00

3.21

**P< .001

Participants recognized angle differences when Close-up,Wide-angle and Wide-angle,Close-up
(CW, WC) pictures were presented, t(49)=19.03, p< .001. Subjects rated more closer-up in WC
condition (M= -6.98, SD= .58) than CW condition (M= 1.88, SD= 3.21). This finding supports
that pictures used in experiment were appropriate to test BE.
Table 3.
Comparison of BE Test Scores Between Scenes With Foreground Object and Scenes Wihtout
Foreground Object

Scenes
Fpositive

N

x̄

SD

50

-1.98

1.50

df

49
Fnegative

50

-2.80

t

4.29

p

.00**

1.67

**P<.001

One of the hypothesis of the experiment was to test that there would be more BE when the
presented picture has a foreground object. Average ratings were compared with paired samples ttest. There was a significant difference between scenes with a foreground object (M= -1.98, SD=
1.50) and scenes without a foreground object (M= -2.80, SD= 1.67); t(49)= 4.29, p< .001. BE
was significantly greater for scens with foreground object compared to those without one.
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Table 4.
T-test Results Comparing Males and Females on Boundary Extension

Gender

N

x̄

Female

25

-10.52

SDdf

t

6.75
48

Male

25

-9.96

p

-.32

.74

5.45

P< .001

An independent samples t-test was used for analysis of gender difference. No significant gender
differences were found; t(48)= -,32, p= .75.

Table 5.
Descriptive Analysis of BE Scores of Participants According to Number of Foreign Languages

Foreign Languages

N

x̄

One language

21

-14.48

5.41

Two languages

23

-8.56

3.81

6

-1.83

2.79

Three and more languages

SS
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Table 6.
ANOVA Results Comparing BEScores of Participants According to Number of Knowledge of
Foreign Languages

Source of Varience

Sum of Squares

df Mean Square

Between groups

856.40

2

432.55

Within groups

943.72

47

20.08

1809.12

49

Total

F
21.55

p
.00**

P< .001**

Aone-way ANOVA testwasemployed to analyze knowledge of language and educational
background’s effect on BE. Language knowledge had a significant effect on BE; t(2, 47)= 21.55,
p< .001.Post hoc analyses using the Scheffé post hoc criterion for significance indicated that
participants who does not speak foreign language showed significantly higher BE scores than the
participants who talks two foreign languages (p=.00) and three and more languages (p=.00).
Participants who talk two foreign languages showed greater BE scores compare to participants
who talk three and more languages (p=.00).

Table 7.
Descriptive Analysis of Educational Background
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Educational Background

N

x̄

SS

High school

14

-15.07

5.85

Bachelor

28

-9.82

4.68

Master

6

-3.67

2.73

Doctorate

2

-2.00

2.83

Table 8.
ANOVA Results Comparing Educational Background on Boundary Extension

Source of Varience
Between groups

Sum of Squares

df Mean Square

726.75

3

242.25

Within groups

1082.37

46

23.53

Total

1809.12

49

F

p

10.29

.00**

P< .001**
Educational background effects BE significantly; t(3, 46)= 10.29, p< .001.Post hoc analyses
using the Scheffé post hoc criterion for significance showed

thatpeople with high school

degreeshowed greater BE than participants with bachelor degree (p=.01), participants with
master degree (p=.00), and participants with doctorate (p=.01).Results show that educational
background significantly affects boundary extension.

Table 9.
Pearson’s Correlation of BJLOT and WMS-R TestScoares and Boundary Extension
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Boundary Extension

Benton

WMS-G1

WMS-G2

Boundary Extension

.87**

75**

Benton

.86**

.84**

WMS-G1

.76**

.93**

WMS-G2

*p<0.05

**p< 0.001

Cognitive functioning was another variable of research. Pearson’s r data analysis revealed a high
negative correlation between Benton test results and boundary extension (r= .87, p=.00).
Participants who got higher scores in BJLOT exhibitedless BE. Similarly, Pearson’s r data
analysis revealed negative correlation between both WMS-G1 (immediate recall scores) and
WMS-G2 (delayed recall scores) test scores with boundary extension (r= .75, p= .00; r= .76,
p=.00). Both immeate and delayed memory test found significantly correlated to boundary
extension

In order to look at difference of emotionally arousal content repeated-measures ANOVA was
conducted. Emotional content has no effect on BE, Will’s Lambda= .879, F(2,48)= 3.60, p= .03.
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5. CHAPTER

DISCUSSION
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Results of past studies on boundary extension it hypothesized that there will be no significant
difference between the mean scores of wide angle, wide angle and Close-up, close-up(WW and
CC) conditions on BE (Hale, Brown, Mcdunn, & Siddiqui, 2014),and there will be a significant
difference between the scores of wide angle,close-up(WC) and close-up, wide angle(CW).Result
of current study supported the hypothesis. People recognized when wider-angle picture was
shown. Although, boundary extension rates were not significantly different for identical (CC,
WW).
One of the main theories that explains boundary extension is the multisource model of scene
representation (Intraub& Richardson, 2008). Based on this theory amodal visual perception
accounts for boundary extension. Amodal perception refers to mentally visualizing the
unpresented parts of scenes or objects. The theory states that human brain tends to see objects or
scenes as complete, and hence when a scence or object is partially presented, the rest will be
mentally visualized. In other words, unseen parts of a percievedscence or object are visually
imagined based on the past knowledge of that scence or object. Intraub and Richardson (1989)
have argued that perceptual schemas that are formed by past visual information form certain
expectations about the unseen parts of currently presented objects, that are then turned into
mental visualizations. This theory explains that boundary extension is greater for images with
closer-angle since a larger proportion of the scence will assumed unseen and will be predicted by
perceptual schemas. These expectation-based visual predictions can consequently influence the
encoding of the actual visual information and result in a systematic visual error (i.e. boundary
extension).
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The latter part is further scrutinized in the source monitoring theory(Johnson, &Raye,
1981)which states that uncertainity about the internal and external sources of visual information
results in boundary extension. Based on this theory, expectation-based visualizations about the
unseen parts of a scence or object, that are generated by perceptual schemas, provide an internal
source of visual information, besides the actual external visual data, and boundary extension
occures due to the brains failure in clearly monitoring and differentiating these internal and
external sources of visual data. As such, internally generated visual data can be incorporated into
the actual external information and result in perceptual biaes and false memory fragments.
Based on the findings of past studies, it was hypothesized by the current study that participants
will have higher boundary extension scores for images with a foreground object, compared to
images without it. Results of the study confirmed the hypothesis and supported past studies.Over
the years, several important factors have been identified to affect boundary extension. One of
these factors is the foureground object. Several past studies have examined the effect of the
foreground object on the extent of boundary extention and have shown that boundary extension
is greater for images with a foreground object, compared to images without.
One of the past findings suggested that boundary extension is greater with focal point (Jones,
& Spooner, 2005). Moreover, larger object has significant effect on boundary extension
(Bertamini, Jones, & Spooner, 2005). Their findings showed that changing target object from
200cm distance did not effect on boundary extension. Although, in 500cm distance condition
focal object was significantly effective on boundary extension to occur. Another research used
foreground object (Gallagher, K., Balas, B., Matheny, J.,& Sinha, 2005). They used simple,
medium and complex pictures meaning that other objects were also presented at the background.
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Findings of the current study in regard with foreground focal object can be explained by the
Attentional model of boundary extension (Matthew & Mackintosh, 2004).Based on this model,
the focal object reduces the attentional resources allocated to background scence and hence a less
accurate encoding occures which calls for more expectation-based imaginary visualizations that
are guided by previously formed perceptual schemas. In this manner, weaker encoding of
external background information increases the room for greater internally generated background
information that are later on incoporated into the actual visual data and result in greater boundary
extension and systematic memory bias.
Another factor related with boundary extension that has been examined in previous studies is the
emotional content of the images. Past studies have examined how the arousal content of the
images affects the amout of boundary extension exhibited by participants.
In accord with past findings, this study hypothesized that there will be no significant difference
in boundary extension scores between images with neutral, negative, and positive content. The
hypothesis was confirmed by the findings of the study and indicated no significant relationship
between emotional content and boundary extension.
Its been argued that observers recall pictures as wider-angle for both neutral and emotional
pictures Candel et al. (2003). They used both recall task and drawing task metholody and results
showed that fot both conditions boundary extension occurs. Another study done by Mathews and
Mackintosh (2004) looked at participants’ psychological states too. They argues that when
anxious people see threatening scene they more likely to extend edges of scenes than less
anxious people. Also another result of their study was that positive pictures lead greate boundary
extension than negative pictures. One of the current study showed that boundary extension does
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not occur with negatively arousal pictures, only positively arousal pictures lead observer see
wider-angle of presented pictures (Menetrier, Didierjean, &Vieillard, 2013).
The current study have also examined the effects of visual memory functioning on boundary
extension. Although this relationship has not been investigated by past studies, theoretical
explanations of boundary extension clearly indicated a link between visual memory processes
and boundary extension. After all, boundary extension is a type of visuomemory bias and hence
might be related with the general visual memory performance. As such, the current study
examined this relationship and hypothesized a significant negative correlation between
visuomemory scores on Benton and Weschler tests and Boundary extension scores. Results of
the study supported the hypothesis and indicated that participants with better visuomemory
performance exhibited less boundary extension.
Moreover, two demographic variables, knowledge of different languages and educational
background, were also examined in relation with boundary extension. A general finding of
memory studies is that both bilingualism and better educational background improve memory
performance, and hence were hypothesized to be negatively correlated with boundary extension.
The hypothesis was supported by the findings of the study, which indicated lower boundary
extension for bilingual participants, as well as participants with better educational background.
Another noteworthy theory that can explain the boundary extension phenomenon is the
Extension-Normalization theory (Intraub et al., 1992). Based on this theory, long-term memory
forms certain schematic prototypical visualizations about the scenes and objects that it encodes,
and tends to normalize later enocunters of those objects so as to fit them into the prototypical
visualizations that it already has. In other words, when an object is repeatedly seen, the brain
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forms a normal visual prototype of that object which specifies how this object must look like.
Moreover, the brain tends to fit input visual data into previously formed prototypical categorises,
and as such when an incomplete or deformed object or seen is percieved, it is visually
normalized and completed so as to fit its prototypical category. In this sense, boundary extension
occurs when an incomplete scence is normalized and completed based on the previously stored
prototypical visualizations of that scene.
A similar argument can be used to explain the findings of the current study about the negative
correlation between visuomemory performance and boundary extension. In this regard, it can be
reasoned that a better general visuomemory functioning results in a more accurate and
comprehensive encoding of images and leaves less room for expection-based visualization which
results in lower boundary extension. On the other hand, participants with weaker visuomemory
functioning tend to have weaker memories of the actual presented scence and are more likely to
complete the presented but not accurately encoded scence, with prototypical visualizations. As
such, the effects of bilingualism and educational background on boundary extension can be
explained as well. Indeed, numerous studies have revealed that bilingual participants and
participants with higher educational backgrounds, get higher scores in different types of memory
tests. In this regard, better memory functioning of bilingual participants and participants with
better educational backgrounds, can account for their lower scores in boundary extension.
Apart from confirming the general findings of past Boundary Extension studies, the
contribution of the current study to the field was examining the relationship between
visuomemory performance and Boundary Extension. The negative correlation found between
memory functioning and intensity of Boundary Extension suggests that inaccurate encoding can
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be a contributory factor to Boundary Extension which is consistent with both perceptual schema
and source monitoring theories. This finding indicates that better visuomotorfunctioning
significantly reduces Boundary Extension, as a visual processing error, which consequently
implies that Boundary Extension could be the outcome of an innate visual processing mechanism
through which precieved visual data is schematically corrected and completed. This mechanism
can in fact play a crucial role in our visual pattern recognition capabilities, where incomplete or
deformed objects are involved. As such, deformed or incomplete objects are imaginarily
normalized to their prototypical forms which can highly facilitate the recognition process. This
on the other hand, leaves us with the hint that evolutionary forces might have been involved in
the formation of this neural mechanism, since rapid pattern recognition for complex object based
on uncertain, inaccurate, or incomplete visual data, has been of great survival importance to
homosapienover time. In this regard, studying and examining boundary extension from an
evolutionary point of view might also shed light on the nature and mechanism of the
phenomenon.

6. CHAPTER
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CONCLUSION AND RECOMMENDATION
The main aim of the current study was to study Boundary Extension and examine some of the
important factors related with it. Boundary extension refers to the phenomenon that people tend
to remember images in a wider-angle compared to what they have seen. In other words, some
extended parts are mentally created and added to the memories of the seen images, that had not
been there. The aforementioned phenomenon had been the focus of many studies in cognitive
psychology as it sheds light on how visual processing takes place in our brain and what kinds of
cognitive biases and error might happen during these mental processes.
Results showed that foreground object is effective on boundary extension. Also complexity was
another finding of the research that complex pictures with one foreground object lead greater
boundary extension.
According to past findings, current study hypothesized that there will be no significant
difference in boundary extension scores between images with neutral, negative, and positive
content. The hypothesis was confirmed by the findings of the study and indicated no significant
relationship between emotional content and boundary extension.
The current study have also examined the effects of visual memory functioning on boundary
extension. Although this relationship has not been investigated by past studies, theoretical
explanations of boundary extension clearly indicated a link between visual memory processes
and boundary extension. Current study showed negative relationship between boundary
extension and visual memory processing.
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Another factors that play role on boundary extension was found as educational background
and knowledge of foreign languages of participants. Similar to visual memory findings,
educational background and foreign language have negative correlation with boundary
extension.
Future research may focus on cognitive fuctions more other cognitive functions may play role
also on boundary extension. The more we learn about human visual memory error the more we
will be able to undershand how do people understand and the process the world. Another
suggestion for future studies, boundary extension can be tested for witness statements in clinical
practice. Witness statements are very important for the judge and visual memory is a key
component of judgement. Boundary extension can be tested for impeccable memory and better
judgement.
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BoundaryExtension’da Görüntü İçeriğinin, Bilişsel Fonksiyonların ve Cinsiyet
Farklılığının İncelenmesi

DeğerliKatılımcı,
Araştırmayakatılmayıkabuletmeden
once,
lütfenbirkaçdakikanızıayırarak,
aşağıdabulunanaraştırmahakkındakibilgileridikkatliceokuyunuz.
Çalışmahakkındaherhangibirsorunuzolursa,
size
dahafazlabilgiverebilecekolanaraştırmacıyasormaktançekinmeyiniz.
AraştırmaNazlıcanŞenyurttarafındanyürütülmektedir.Araştırma, uzamsalhafızanın,
görüntüiçeriğininvecinsiyetfarklılığının
Boundary
Extension
(SınırGenişletme)
üzerindekietkisiniaraştırmaamaçlıdır..Çalışmayıtamamlamak,
30
dakikadanfazlasürmeyecektir.
Araştırmayakatılmakzorundadeğilsinizvearaştırmayakatılmayıreddetmehakkınasa
hipsiniz.Ayrıcaaraştırmadan,
nedenvermeksizin,
istediğinizbirandaçekilmahakkınasahipsiniz.Böylebirdurumda,
tümyanıtlarınız
yok
edilecekveçalışmadayeralmayacaktır.
Eğeraraştırmayıkabuledervetamamlarsanız,
tümyanıtlarveanketlergizliliklemuhafazaedilecektir.
Adınızvetanımlayıcıbilgileriniz,
anketingerikalankısmındaayrıolaraktutulacaktır. Bilgiler, araştırmadansonraenfazla 2
yılmuhafazaedilecektir.
Bilgileranalizedildiktensonra,
sonuçlarıiçerenbirraporyayınlanmakiçinsunulabilir.
Nazlıcan Şenyurt

Prof. Dr. Ebru Çakıcı

PsychologyDepartment, Near East
University

PsychologyDepartment, Near East
University
Tel: +90 392 223 6464
E-mail: ebru.cakici@neu.edu.tr

Tel: +90 533 866 2717
E-mail: nazsenyurt@hotmail.co.uk

Lütfenonayladığınızmaddelerinkutularınızıişaretleyiniz.
1. Araştırmanınbilgilendirmesayfasınıokuduğumu, anladığımıvesorusormahakkımın
olduğunuonaylıyorum.
2. Katılımımıngönüllüolduğunuveistediğimbiranda, açıklamayapmadan, araştırmadan
çekilebileceğimianlıyorum.
3. Araştırmayakatılmayıkabulediyorum.

KatılımcınınAdı

Tarih

İmza
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Examining The Role of Scene Content, Cognitive Function, and Gender Difference on Boundary
Extension

Dear Participant,

Please take a few minutes to read the following information on this research carefully
beforeyou agree to participate. If at any time you have a question regarding the study,
please feelfree to ask the researcher who will provide more information.
This study is being conducted by NazlıcanŞenyurt. It aims to investigate how content
ofimages and Cognitive abilities effect boundary extension and to investigate
genderdifference in boundary extension.
The study should take no more than 30 minutes to complete.Of course, you are not obliged
to participate in this research and are free to refuse to participate. You may also withdraw
from the study at any point without giving any reason. In this case, all of your responses will
be destroyed and omitted from the research. If you agree to participate in and complete the
study, all responses and questionnaires will be treated confidentially. Your name and
identifying information will be kept securely and separately fromthe rest of your
questionnaire. Data will be stored for a maximum of two years after the study. Once the data
is analyzed, a report of the findings may be submitted for publication.

NazlıcanŞenyurt
Psychology Department, Near East
University
Tel: +90 533 866 2717
E-mail: nazsenyurt@hotmail

Prof. Dr. EbruÇakıcı
Psychology Department, Near East
University
Tel: +90 392 223 6464
E-mail: ebru.cakici@neu.edu.tr

Please tick the boxes to confirm that you agree to each statement.
1. I confirm that I have read and understood the information sheet for
this study and have had the opportunity to ask any questions.
2. I understand that my participation is voluntary and that I may
withdraw from the study at any time without explanation.
3.
I agree to take part in this study

Name of Participant Date

Signature
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Appendix B
DEMOGRAFİK ANKET
Lütfen aşağıdaki soruları yanıtlayınız. Lütfen yanıtınızı işaretleyerek (√) veya yazarak belirtiniz.
KİŞİSEL BİLGİLER
1. Yaş: ______
2. Cinsiyet:

o Erkek

o Kadın

3. Vatandaşlık (lütfen size uygun olan seçenekleri işaretleyiniz):
o Kuzey Kıbrıs Türk Cumhuriyeti

o Kanada

o Kıbrıs Cumhuriyeti

o İngiltere (Birleşik Krallık)

o Türkiye

o Diğer, belirtiniz: _______________

4. Kıbrıs’ta mı doğdunuz?

o Evet

o Hayır

Hayır ise:
a) Doğum yeriniz: Ülke:____________________ Şehir:______________________
b) Kuzey Kıbrıs’a göç ettiğiniz tarih:_________________
c) Oturma izniniz var mı?
Evet: o Geçici o Kalıcı
o Hayır
5. Eğitim durumunuz: (lütfen sahip olduğunuz en yüksek eğitim derecesini belirtiniz):

o Lise

o Eğitim almadım ama okuryazarım
o Eğitim almadım,okuryazar değilim
o İlkokul
o Ortaokul
o Meslek Okulu:
Belirtiniz_______________

o Üniversite (lisans):
Belirtiniz________________
o Üniversite (yüksek lisans):
Belirtiniz________________
o Diğer: ____________________

7. Medeni Haliniz:
o Bekar (hiç evlenmemiş)

o Evli (birlikte yaşıyor)

o Dul

o Evli (ayrı yaşıyor)

o Boşanmış

o Diğer: ______________________

8. Şu an bir işte çalışıyor musunuz? oEvet

o Hayır

a) Evet ise, işinizi belirtiniz: ______
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9. Emekli misiniz?
o Evet

o Hayır

10. Şu an hanenizde yaşıyor olan toplam kişi sayısı:___________
Çocuksayısı _____________
Yetişkinsayısı ____________
11.Tüm kaynaklardan elde ettiğiniz aylık gelir ne kadardır? ____________(TL)
12. Aşağıdaki bozukluklardan herhangi birine sahip misiniz? (daire içine alınız)
o Görme bozukluğu

oDuyma bozukluğu

13. Fiziksel aktivitelerde bulunur musunuz? o Evet
o Asla,

o Ara Sıra,

o Az Yoğunlukta,

o Haftada birkaç kez,

o Orta Yoğunlukta,

14. Farklı aktivitelerde bulunur musunuz?

o Evet

oDil bozukluğu

oÖğrenme bozukluğu

o Hayır
o her gün.
o Yüksek Yoğunlukta
o Hayır

Evet ise, hangi aktivitelerde bulunduğunuzu belirtiniz lütfen ______________________
15. Aşağıda bulunan sağlık durumlarından herhangi birini yaşadınız mı?
a).

Kalp - Damar Problemleri

b).

Yüksek Tansiyon

c).

Diyabet

d).

Sırt ve Bel Ağrıları

e).

Diz Ağrıları

f).

Depresyon

g).

Psikoz

h).

Endişe Bozukluğu

i).

Göğüs ağrıları

j).

Hafıza problemleri

k).

Felç

l).

İskelet - Kas Problemleri

j).

Görme Bozukluğu

k).

Görmede renk bozukluğu

16a. İki ya da ikiden fazla dil konuşabiliyor musunuz? Evet ise, lütfen belirtiniz ______________________
16b. İkinci dilinizi öğrendiğinizde yaşınız kaçtı? ______________________
17. Aktifkullandığınızelinizhangisidir? ____________

Appendix B

DEMOGRAPHIC SURVEY
Please answer the questions below. Please give your answers either by marking (√) or in writing.
PERSONAL INFORMATION
1. Age: ______
2. Gender:

o Male

o Female

3. Citizenship (please select the most appropriate one):
o Turkish Republic of Northern Cyprus

o Canada

o Republic of Cyprus

o England (United Kingdom)

o Turkey

o Other, state: _______________

4. Were you born in Cyprus?

o Yes

o No

If no:
a) Place of birth: Country:____________________

City:______________________

5. Educational Status: (please state the highest educational degree you have earned):
O No education, literate

O University (undergraduate):

O No education, illiterate

Please state___________

O Primary school

O University (postgraduate):

O Secondary school

Please state___________

O High school

O Other: _________________

O Vocational school
7. Marital Status:
o Single (never married)

o Married (living together)

o Widow

o Married (living separately)

o Divorced

o Other: _____________________

8. Are you currently working? o Yes

o No

a)If yes, please state (please mark the most appropriate
option foryou):______________________
Please state your previous occupation ______________________
9. Are you retired? Yes ___

No___

Number of children: _____________
Number of adults: ____________
10. What is your total income (in a month)? _________
11. Do you have any of the conditions below? (please circle)
o Visual Impairment
o Hearing Impairment
o Language Disorder
13. Do you engage in physical activities?

o Yes

o No

If yes, please state which activities _____________________
14. Do you engage in different activities?

o Yes

o No

If yes, please state which activities ______________________
15.Do you have any neurological problems?

o Yes

o No

If yes, please state which problems ______________________
15. Have you ever experienced any of the below health conditions?
a).

Cardiovascular Problems

b).

Hypertension

c).

Diabetes

d).

Back and lower-back ache

e).

Knee Pain

f).

Depression

g).

Stress

h).

Anxiety Disorder

i).

Chest Pain

j).

Memory Problems

k).

Psychosis

l).

Visual color impairment

16a. Do you talk morethantwolanguages? IfYes, indicate ______________________
16b. How manyyearolddidyoulearnyoursecondlanguage? ______________________
17. Which hand do you use? ____________

o Learning Disorder
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KatılımcıBilgilendirmeFormu
‘BoundaryExtension’da Görüntü İçeriğinin, Bilişsel Fonksiyonların ve Cinsiyet
Farklılığının İncelenmesi’ başlıklı araştırmamıza katıldığınız için teşekkür ederiz.
Birkaçdakikanızıalacakolanaraştırmanınamaçlarınıaçıklayanaşağıdakibilgileri,
lütfenokuyunuz.

Sorularınıziçin,

aşağıdailetişimbilgileribulunanaraştırmacıylailetişimkurmaktançekinmeyiniz.
Bu araştırmanınamacı, uzamsalhafızanın, görüntüiçeriğininvecinsiyetin Boundary
Extension

(SınırGenişletme)

üzerindekietkisiniincelemektir.

Bu

konudayapılanöncekiçalışmalardagörüntüiçeriğinin,
duygusalimgelerinönemlibirfarktörolduğuvurgulanmıştır.

Biz

buçalışmayıgenişleterek,cinsiyetfarklılığınıvebilişselfonksiyonlarınetkisiniaraştırmayıamaçlıy
oruz.
Bu

çalışmanınsonlandırılmasındansonra,

herhangibirsıkıntıveyarahatsızlıkduyuyorvebirprofesyonelilekonuşarakdestekveyayardımalma
kistiyorsanız, Psk. NazlıcanŞenyurt (Tel: 90 533 866 27 17 veyanazsenyurt@hotmail.co.uk)
ileiletişimegeçebilirsiniz.

Araştırmayaolandeğerlikatkınıziçintekrardanteşekkürederiz.

Saygılarımla,

Nazlıcan Şenyurt

Prof. Dr. Ebru Çakıcı

PsychologyDepartment, Near East
University

Psychology Department, Near East
University

Tel: +90 533 866 2717
E-mail: nazsenyurt@hotmail.co.uk

Tel: +90 392 223 6464
E-mail: ebru.cakici@neu.edu.tr
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Appendix C
Participant Debrief Form

Thank you very much for participating in this study with the title ‘Examining The
Role of Scene Content, Cognitive Function, and Gender Difference on Boundary
Extension’. Please take a few more minutes to read the following information, which will
explain the aims and purpose of the research further. If you have any questions, please feel
free to ask the researcher whose contact details are stated below.

If during the completion of this study you felt any distress or discomfort and you would
like to speak to a professional, please contact the researcher NazlıcanŞenyurt on 90 533 866
27 17 or nazsenyurt@hotmail.co.uk) with any questions.

Once again thank you for your valuable contribution to this research. Your
participation is greatly appreciated.

Yours sincerely,

Nazlıcan Şenyurt

Prof. Dr. EbruÇakıcı

PsychologyDepartment, Near East
University

Psychology Department, Near

Tel: +90 533 866 2717
E-mail: nazsenyurt@hotmail.co.uk

EastUniversity

Tel: +90 392 223 6464
E-mail: ebru.cakici@neu.edu.tr
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LIST OF IMAGES
1. Indoor

CC1

Foreground +

2. Outdoor

WW4 Emotion -

3. Indoor

CW5

4. Outdoor

WC3 Emotion +

5. Indoor

CW3

6. Outdoor

CC2 Foreground -

7. Indoor

WW3 Emotion +

8. Outdoor

WC4 Emotion -

9. Indoor

CC5 Emotion 0

Emotion 0

Emotion +

10. Outdoor CW4 Emotion 11. Indoor

WC1 Foreground +

12. Outdoor WW2 Foreground 13. Indoor

CW1 Foreground+

14. Outdoor CC4 Emotion 15. Indoor

WW5 Emotion 0

16. Outdoor WC2 Foreground 17. Indoor

WW1 Foreground+

18. Outdoor WC5 Emotion 0
19. Indoor

CC3 Emotion +

20. Outdoor CW2 Foreground -
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ETHICS COMMITTEE APPROVAL
14.05.2018

DearProf. Dr. Ebru Çakıcı

Your

application

titled

“ExaminingThe

Role

Of

Scene

Content,
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number YDÜ/SB/2018/160 has been evaluated by the Scientific Research Ethics Committee
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information provided in your application form.

Assoc. Prof. Dr. Direnç Kanol
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